DatasetDivisionGUI 1.0:
The purpose of this application tool is to perform rational selection of training and test set
using Kennard Stone algorithm, diversity based and activity based division method.
Input file: Single *.csv file (saved as ‘comma delimited’ in Microsoft excel), consist of all compounds
in dataset with their descriptor information.
Input file format: Columns containing descriptor and their values for each compound present in
dataset set. Header*(e.g. name of respective descriptor, activity title) for each column is must. Serial
numbers* must be present in the first column. If user wants to keep activity column, keep it in last
column. So that activity column is avoided during calculation, and only printed in output file along
with respective training set and test set compounds. This avoids entry of activity values manually
after training and test set selection. To further clarify file format, sample input file is provided.
To run the program: Download zip file, extract and just do single/double click on jar file to run the
program.
Note: For user convenience, user may keep dataset file (.csv) in “data” folder and also may select
“output” folder for storing output files.
Dialog boxes reference:
1. User can keep activity column (last column in input file) to avoid entry of activity values
manually after training and test set selection. This step is to verify whether activity column is present
or not.

2. This is an important step. Please check both values carefully and see if both are correct. If not,
check your input file. If you find your input file correct and error still exist, then create input file
freshly once again (by copying all observations and paste it in new excel sheet and save it as csv file).
This should eliminate the error.
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3. Enter a number which will corresponds to the percentage of compounds that will get selected in
training set (default value is 70 that means 70 %).

4. Enter the number of compounds in each cluster depending on which clusters are formed.

5. Enter the seed number in-between the range displayed (which is based on number of compound
present in each cluster). Different seed number leads to different division and for reproducing the
division, you have to use same seed number.
Note: You can try different seed number and/or number of compounds in each cluster, till you
find a better division.

Output files:
This output files consists of resulting training and test set with all information which were present
in input file.
Snapshot: [InputFileName]_Train.csv/ [InputFileName]_Test.csv in Microsoft Excel
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Disclaimer
For academic purpose only.
The program DatasetDivisionGUI 1.0 has been developed (in Java) and validated on known data
sets by Pravin Ambure (ambure.pharmait@gmail.com) of Drug Theoretics & Cheminformatics
(DTC) Laboratory, Jadavpur University (2013).
Note: For any query/suggestions, please feel free to contact us via email.
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